
We know the best destination 
for training & education. 

Wherever 
you are.



Train a group – from 
multiple departments and 
locations – in your own 
safe, virtual environment.
HCPro’s top-quality education resources and training are 
up to date and cost effective. And we want to bring them 
to you and your teams.

From coding to billing & reimbursement, there are many 
areas of revenue and compliance that can be compromised 
in the healthcare environment. Keeping on top of the maze 
of regulations and mandates is crucial to protecting your 
bottom line and maintaining revenue integrity.

With our online learning opportunities, we can minimize 
time away from jobs and account for remote team 
members. We can give everyone in your organization the 
opportunity to learn with one another and ask questions 
unique to your collective needs.



There are many benefits 
to virtual, instructor-led 
training…
Virtual training boosts productivity by ensuring your 
employees are taught the same consistent information 
based on real rules established. By learning up-to-
date information on coding, billing, compliance, and 
accreditation rules and regulations, we can save your 
organization potentially thousands of dollars in lost 
revenue.

Our courses are available in multiple formats, customized 
to scheduling and educational needs of our clients. 
By using leading edge digital education platforms, our 
online courses allow for flexible scheduling and can 
meet your staff where they are – even in challenging 
healthcare workspaces.



Rules-Based Learning 
Our course materials – created by our team of experts 
– are based on recognized source authorities and teach
students how to find and apply guidelines and rules. Your
team will use the knowledge, resources, and strategies
gained from the course long after the classes are over.

Custom-Designed Course Materials 
We provide proprietary materials and exercises developed 

by instructors specifically for this immersive learning 
environment and customized for your organization’s 

training needs. Our learning experience isn’t just a proctor 
reading from a manual - you and your staff will enjoy a 

lively training experience certain to leave an impression.



Unmatched Knowledge 
Instructors have a unique combination of real-world 
healthcare and adult education experience, presenting 
complex topics in an easy-to-understand style. As 
the pioneer in compliance and regulatory training, our 
educational skills are unmatched.

Earn Valuable CEs to Maintain  
Your Credentials 

Training with us offers valuable continuing education units 
from major national and state organizations. You and your 
team members can get a year’s worth of credits from just 

one training experience.



Our instructor-led 
training covers a variety 
of healthcare compliance 
topics and is completely 
customizable. 
Coding
Master need-to-know skills for inpatient and outpatient 
coding, as well as professional coding and E/M coding. 

Medicare
Get the ins and outs of coverage rules and Medicare 
regulations for hospitals, critical access hospitals, rural 
health clinics, and physician practices to maximize 
compliant revenue.

Clinical Documentation Improvement
Master the ins and outs of hot topics in CDI, including 
IPPS methodology, risk adjustment, outpatient CDI, and 
clinical validation. Provide your team ACDIS-endorsed 
best practices, tools, and strategies. 



Long-Term Care
Understand the latest Medicare rules and regulations 
and ICD-10 coding issues that are applicable to long-term 
care facilities.

Accreditation
Acquire best practices for survey prep, training, and 
overall management for survey coordinators and 
accreditation and quality professionals.

Residency
Learn about ACGME requirements, best practices for 
survey readiness, preparing for the Next Accreditation 
System (NAS), the Clinical Learning Environment Review 
(CLER), and overall program support and management.

Physician Practice
Provide new and experienced physician leaders with the 
knowledge and skills to succeed in leadership. Deliver 
products and services to help run your practice, with 
advice and guidance on coding and reimbursement, 
office management, OSHA and HIPAA compliance, and 
staff training.

Home Health
Receive training on ICD-10 issues, OASIS documentation, 
PDGM, auditing your documentation, and ensuring 
desirable star ratings.



“The free flow of information was 
clear, simple and concise which made 

for great learning experience.”

“The instructor was knowledgeable, patient, 
detail-oriented and willing to spend time 

one-on-one to answer any questions.”

“Everything that was covered was vital to 
current issues and the ever-changing guidelines. 

It was well-worth the time and money!”

For more information, contact:

Name: 

Phone: 

Email: 

35 Village Road, Suite 200
Middleton, MA 01949 USA

p: 1.877.233.8734

Contact us today 
to learn how virtual 
education can meet 
your training & 
development needs!


